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 The rise of social media platforms has led to an increase in the flow and 

dissemination of information, but it has also made generating and spreading 

rumors easier. Rumor detection requires understanding the context and 

semantics of text, dealing with the evolving nature of rumors, and processing 

vast amounts of data in real-time. Deep learning (DL)-based techniques 

exhibit a higher accuracy in detecting rumors on social media compared to 

many traditional machine learning approaches. This study presents a 

systematic review of DL approaches in rumor detection, analyzing datasets, 

pre-processing methods, feature taxonomy, and frequently used DL 

methods. In the context of feature selection, we categorize features into three 

areas: text-based, user-based, and propagation-based. Besides, we surveyed 

the trends in DL models for rumor detection and classified them into 

convolutional neural networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), 

graph neural networks (GNN), and other methods based on the model 

structure. It offers insights into effective algorithms and strategies, aiming to 

guide researchers, developers, social media users, and governments in 

detecting and preventing the spread of false information. The study 

contributes to enhancing research in this field and identifies potential areas 

for future exploration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The prosperity and development of social media platforms like Weibo and Twitter have allowed 

people to freely share information and create direct connections and communication. This has sped up the 

flow and dissemination of public information and made it easier and faster to create and spread rumors. 

According to the Edelman trust barometer report 2022 and 2021 [1], [2], fake news concerns at all-time 

highs. In addition, trust in media declines in 15 of 27 countries. Trust in all information sources at record 

lows from the past decades. It has become increasingly challenging to distinguish between factual and 

deceptive content [3]–[9]. 

Rumor detection revolves around identifying and classifying rumors or false information within a 

given set of news articles, social media posts, or online content. The main objective is to distinguish between 

accurate and deceptive claims by examining the credibility and veracity of the information presented  

[10]–[13]. Rumor detection involves several key challenges. Firstly, it requires combining the context with 

the semantics of the text contents to differentiate between factual statements and misleading information 

[14], [15]. This often calls for deep linguistic analysis and reasoning abilities. Additionally, the brevity and 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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informality of social media messages pose difficulties because of the lack of explicit cues and limited context 

[16]. Another challenge lies in dealing with the evolving nature of rumors [17]. They can manifest in 

different forms such as conspiracy theories, hoaxes, misinformation, or partially true claims. Rumors can also 

mutate over time, making it necessary to account for temporal dynamics when designing effective detection 

systems. Furthermore, the mass of data produced on social media platforms necessitates scalable and efficient 

algorithms for rumor detection [18]. To combat the spread of false information quickly and mitigate its 

negative effects, real-time processing is essential. 

To detect and prevent the spread of false information on various online platforms, researchers have 

explored various effective techniques. Traditional approaches often rely on linguistic features, such as 

syntactic patterns, lexical cues, and sentiment analysis [9]. These methods typically involve rule-based 

systems or supervised classification algorithms. With the wider application of deep learning (DL) techniques, 

researchers have also turned to neural network models for rumor detection. These models can understand 

complicated contexts and represent them automatically from the mass-labeled data. Recurrent neural 

networks (RNNs) [19]–[24] and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [25]–[28] have been widely 

employed in rumor detection tasks, often combined with word embeddings like Word2Vec or global vectors 

for word representation (GloVe) for capturing semantic information. Besides, the development of graph 

neural network (GNN) [29]–[37] models has demonstrated obvious advantages in the field of rumor 

detection. GNNs are constructed to work effectively with graph-structured data, making them well-suited for 

examining the spread of rumors within social networks or other interconnected systems. Rumor detection 

involves identifying and verifying the veracity of information spreading through a network. GNN models 

excel in this task by capturing both the network’s structural characteristics and the content of individual 

nodes. 

This study employs a combination of well-researched papers on rumor detection based on DL 

methods to provide a comprehensive analysis of datasets, pre-processing methods, feature taxonomy, and 

frequently used DL methods. The study offers several significant contributions concerning the practical and 

the body of knowledge. By referring to the study, developers may be able to refer to the detection 

architectural model to plan for the integration of verification into rumor detection. Social media users may be 

able to automatically get an early prediction and reduce loss before rumors harm them. Social media 

platforms may be able to provide a security mode to avoid attacking by rumors and guarantee a safe 

environment for users. Governments may be able to effectively supervise and orient the posts and comments 

from social media platforms. 

For the field of study, the following succinctly describes our work’s primary contribution:  

− We have conducted a systematic review of different DL approaches applied specifically in rumor 

detection, encompassing relevant literature published between 2017 and 2023 June. This review is 

based on predefined resources and follows predefined inclusion/exclusion criteria. Out of the 168 

publications obtained using the search term, 71 were ultimately selected for this review. As far as we 

know, this is the first systematic study that has been done specifically on this subject. 

− We conducted a classification study of DL models in rumor detection and analyzed the application 

trends of mainstream models. 

− We encompassed the datasets, pre-processing methods, feature taxonomy, and methodology for feature 

extraction that are often utilized in DL approaches in this field. 

− We outlined future research directions by highlighting the significant potential of these approaches. 

This information aims to guide researchers towards the most effective algorithms, related features, and 

pre-processing methods, while also identifying gaps and potential areas for future exploration in this 

research field. 

These contributions serve to enhance DL-based research in rumor detection by providing researchers with 

valuable insights into the most effective techniques, associated features, pre-processing strategies, and areas 

of untapped potential. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

2.1.  Development of the review protocol 

We performed a systematic review of rumor detection based on DL utilizing the recommended 

reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis (PRISMA) technique to methodically examine and 

classify the research status of rumor detection. The creation and organization of SRs and other meta-analyses 

are guided by PRISMA, a minimal set of elements based on evidence. 

Searching numerous digital libraries and databases for pertinent research is the initial stage in the 

review process. Subsequently, the search criteria are employed to minimize the quantity of chosen studies to 

enhance the caliber of the papers and incorporate the greatest variety of DL techniques. Following that, a 
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series of research questions was developed in order to fully address the research on the state of rumor 

detection at the time. 

 

2.2.  Related surveys 

Before conducting our review, we inspected existing survey papers on rumor detection techniques 

published within the last six years. We sought survey papers that investigated rumor detection based on DL 

and discussed research trends, techniques, and future directions. In this study, we searched the available 

literature on rumor detection comparison to find the most recent method. Our primary goal is to investigate 

the most recent rumor detection methodologies that are relevant to these research projects. From 2018 to 

2023, we found 14 linked surveys for the rumor detection approach. Table 1 contains the specifics. The 

surveys cover topics such as fake news detection, rumor detection, fact-checking, and misinformation 

detection, as well as related models. The current work conducts a systematic evaluation on rumor detection 

based on DL approaches in an effort to thoroughly examine the efforts made in earlier studies. 

 

 

Table 1. Relates surveys 
Ref. Author Year Topics 

[38] Mishima and 

Yamana 

2022 They explored the models, datasets, evaluation methods, visualization procedures, and potential 

advancements in fake news detection  
[39] Mridha et al. 2021 They tried to examine advanced fake news detection mechanisms pensively. They highlighted 

the DL-based techniques, the prominent evaluation metrics, and further recommendations  

[40] Kotonya and 
Toni 

2020 They focused on the explanation functionality and summarized existing strategies to explain the 
results of fact-checking systems. 

[41] Guo et al. 2022 This article reviews automated fact-checking covering both claim detection and claim 

validation. 
[42] Pathak et al. 2020 They clarified supervised and unsupervised techniques as well as DL approaches for rumor 

detection. 

[18] Islam et al. 2020 Provide an effective and scalable technique for misinformation detection based on DL 
[15] Varshney and 

Vishwakarma 

2021 Summary rumor definition, generalized model, data collection, features, and models. 

[43] Ahsan and 
Kumari 

2019 Analyze rumor diffusion, features, rumor detection, and rumor veracity approaches. 

[44] Bondielli and 

Marcelloni 

2019 Elaborate different definitions of fake news and rumors, collection data methods, features, and 

rumor detection approaches. 
[45] Al-Sarem et al. 2019 Compare performance evaluation, dataset, and the DL model used per each work. 

[46] Reis et al. 2019 Analyze the variables influencing the model’s decisions in fake news detection. 

[47] Zubiaga et al. 2018 Summary of the efforts and achievements so far toward the development of rumor classification 
systems. 

[48] Cao et al. 2018 Introduce a formal definition of rumor, and summarize hand-crafted features, propagation 

features, and deep neural networks. 
[49] Alzanin and 

Azmi 

2018 Investigating rumor detection methods from three perspectives: hybrid methods, supervised-

based methods, and unsupervised-based methods. 

 

 

2.3.  Definition of DL literature probe 

This systematic review (SR) will categorize and review the existing relevant methods for studying 

the scientific and technical documentation produced by those searches to cover the area of the literature 

probed to locate relevant publications in our context. There are two main steps in the proposed procedure: 

− Determination of the term of a search to obtain a set of keywords from previous research questions; 

− Determination of queries to be used by the Boolean operators AND/OR to find and gather all relevant 

results. 

The rumor detection literature probes used in this paper are shown in Table 2 with the motivations. We 

collated and analyzed eight literature probes in recent research work for rumor detection based on DL 

techniques and the corresponding answers are given in subsequent chapters. 

 

2.4.  Search strategy 

Identifying information sources from digital libraries, search engines, and social networks is the 

initial stage in our search strategy. Table 3 shows the publisher’s website, the type of website, and the 

website names that are being used to find the LR. We searched papers from these five well-known websites in 

Table 3. 
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Table 2. Rumor detection literature probe 
Literature probes Motivation 

LP1. What is the distribution by year, publisher, country, and 
language of datasets? 

The answer to this question provides an understanding of 
the background of earlier work done on rumor detection. 

LP2. What is the source of the datasets employed? The answer to this question identifies the primary 

contributors of datasets used for rumor detection. 
LP3. What is the domain that the research papers studied? The answer to this query identifies the domain most studied 

by recent rumor detection papers. 

LP4. What pre-possessing techniques were used? The answer to this question discerns pre-possessing 
methods used in rumor detection works. 

LP5. What kind of features are used for rumor detection and 

how to use? 

The answer to this question would mine the features of 

rumor in massive data from recent research papers.  
LP6. What is the most recent rumor detection method devised 

and which produced salient performance?  

The answers to these questions reveal the most notable 

rumor detection methods explored. 

LP7. What evaluation techniques were formulated for rumor 
detection? 

The answer to this question recognizes evaluation metrics 
widely used for rumor detection. 

LP8. What are the potential future research directions and 

perspectives on rumor detection? 

The answer to this question assists in finding potential 

avenues in rumor detection. 

 

 

Table 3. Publisher website 
Source Type URL 

ScienceDirect  Digital library http://www.sciencedirect.com/ 

IEEE Xplore Digital library http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp 
Wiley online library Digital library https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/ 

MDPI Digital library https://www.mdpi.com/ 

ACL anthology Conference https://aclanthology.org/ 

 

 

2.5.  Search term 

The next step is to create one or more search queries that will offer the coverage that our review 

objectives require. Boolean operators and AND are used to do this. Our composed search terms are listed in 

Table 4. Within the chosen year range, S1 seeks to collect all literature related to rumor detection. S2 

searches for literature on social media rumor detection. S3 focuses on any literature on rumor detection that is 

based on comparisons. The search keywords searching relevant literature are “Rumor detection” OR “Rumor 

detection” AND “social media” OR” rumor detection” AND “comparison”. 

 

 

Table 4. Search term 
TITLE-ABS-KEY 

S1 rumor detection 

S2 rumor detection AND social media 

S3 rumor detection AND comparison 

 

 

2.6.  Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

We employ a set of inclusion criteria (IC) and exclusion criteria (EC) to identify associated items in 

Table 5. Papers that do not react to EC are excluded, and a screening technique is employed to choose 

publications that are relevant to our setting. 

 

 

Table 5. Inclusion and exclusion table 
Inclusion criteria 

Papers should be included in the research databases. 

Papers for method should be published between 2009 and 2023. 
Papers for the domain should be published between 2017 and 2023. 

Papers should meet at least one of the search terms. 

Papers should be published at a journal or conference. 
Papers should provide answers to the research questions. 

The search is conducted based on the title, abstract, and full text. 

Exclusion criteria 
Papers that are not written in English. 

Repeated papers. 

Papers that are missing full text. 
Papers that do not have DOI. 

Papers that are not relevant to rumor detection. 
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The screening procedure consists of three IC steps: 

− Abstract-based step: we use data and keywords searched in paper abstracts to weed out irrelevant 

results. Papers were held for further consideration if their abstracts met the requirements of at least 40% 

of the IC. 

− Full-text-based step. we exclude results from papers that only contain a tiny portion of the search terms 

given in their abstracts, i.e., articles that do not discuss the research words contained in Table 5. 

− Step based on quality analysis: Based on quality analysis, we exclude results that don’t fit any of the 

following criteria: 

C1: the paper discusses DL. 

C2: related works are included in the publication. 

C3: the results achieved are discussed in the study. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The only electronic databases reviewed for the literature survey comprise the most trustworthy 

publications, conference proceedings, and research. During the first search, 168 papers were found; however, 

only 100 articles were taken into consideration once the inclusion-exclusion criteria were applied. Figures 1 to 3 

are the distribution of the publications we selected in terms of year, website, and country research. In the 

recent seven years, the years 2021 and 2022 have the most research papers, and most related articles 

published in IEEE, China has the largest number of researchers. 

 

 

  
  
Figure 1. Distribution of year research published Figure 2. Distribution of year research publisher website 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Distribution of country research published 

 

 

3.1.  Datasets, domain, and pre-processing 

Social media platforms have recently become one of the most prevalent communication platforms in 

the world. The users on social media platforms can post and comment as much as they want without 

confirmation. However, this may provide a great hotbed for the spread of rumors. Therefore, it is essential for 

rumor detection research to gather a good amount of data from platforms like Twitter, Sina Weibo, YouTube, 

and Facebook or rumor debunking websites (Snopes, Politifact, and FactCheck) [47]. For experiment and 

evaluation, most authors have collected data via application programming interfaces (APIs), scrapping the 

web or Selenium web driver [15]. Some researchers created datasets by themselves while others used 

publicly available benchmark datasets. 
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A bar chart of the used datasets is given in Figure 4, where the content “crawled” in brackets 

indicates that authors constructed datasets from the corresponding social media platforms by crawling 

technology, and the remaining datasets are benchmarked datasets. From 60 papers, we have 25 kinds of 

datasets related to rumor detection, such as CED, Kaggle, LIAR, Snopes, RumourEval 2019, SemEval 2017, 

CR-Dataset, DataFoundation, Science, Tencent (crawled), Mixed media (Toutiao), COVID19, ArCOV-19, 

opinion spam dataset, WeChat (crawled), Zubiagaset, PHEME, Twitter 15, Twitter 16, Weibo (Ma), Twitter 

(crawled), Twitter (Ma), and Weibo (crawled). The more frequently used datasets are Twitter 15, Twitter 16, 

Weibo (Ma), PHEME, Weibo(crawled), Twitter (Ma), and SemEval 2017. The most important English 

datasets are Twitter 15, and Twitter 16, while the most used Chinese dataset is Weibo (Ma). Table 6 shows 

the details of Twitter 15, Twitter 16, and Weibo (Ma). In Table 6, we present detailed information about the 

moeality, size, labels and URLs of the more frequently used datasets. 

There is 1 paper each related to health and science. The rest of the papers are not related to any 

obvious domain. Text pre-processing is the initial stage of cleaning up text data before feeding it to the 

model. Text data includes, among other things, noise in the form of web linking, punctuation, and text in 

different cases. Unstructured data is turned into structured data based on the need for summarization. 

Filtering “#” and lowercase were used the most frequently among 12 recent studies since 2017. Generally, 

filtering “# means filtering “#+topic+#”. Each current post’s topic is shown in this section of the information. 

On the other hand, event microblog texts should be promptly filtered out and discarded since they are 

gathered and arranged based on the same subject. These characters will be converted to simplified Chinese 

and English in lowercase, respectively, due to the mix of traditional and simplified Chinese or English in 

lowercase and uppercase. Stop words remove low-level information from a corpus, making room for crucial 

information such as “and”, “or”, and “so”. The next method is to remove web links, which were used 3 times 

and normalized by using special symbols to replace them. Tokenize is tied for the second used pre-processing 

method. Tokenizing is a technique for breaking down phrases, paragraphs, or texts into discrete tokens or 

components. Punctuation is used two times, along with special character removal. This method, for example, 

will remove full stops “.”, “commas”, question marks “?”, plus “+” or equal “=“ from the text. For English 

datasets, the words are segmented by white space. For the Chinese datasets, the words are segmented by 

word segmentation tools, such as Jieba2 library, LTP tools, and so on. Other pre-processing techniques 

include deleting foreign texts, extracting timestamps, lemmatization, filtering multimedia, handling repeat 

words, handling emoticons, filtering multimedia, normalizing, parser, removing diacritics, and tagging. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. A bar chart of the datasets used in the studies of rumor detection 
 
 

Table 6. The details of the datasets 
Dataset Modality Size Labels URL 

Twitter 15 Propagation trees 1,381 propagation 

trees. 276,663 users 

Unverified, true, 

false, non-rumor 

http://www.dropbox.com/s/7ewzdrbelpmr

nxu/rumdetect2017.zip?dl=0 
Twitter 16 Propagation trees 1,381 propagation 

trees. 276,663 users 

1,381 propagation 

trees.276,663 users 

http://www.dropbox.com/s/7ewzdrbelpmr

nxu/rumdetect2017.zip?dl=0 

Weibo (Ma) Text and image 40 K tweets Rumor, Non-rumor https://drive.google.com/file/d/14VQ7EW
PiFeGzxp3XC2DeEHi-BEisDINn/view 

 

 

3.2.  Features 

Most researchers consider rumor detection to be a binary classification problem. Accurate 

classification relies heavily on feature extraction. To dig deeper into the details, we considered three aspects 

that are text features, user features, and propagation features to explore feature extraction. In total, there were 
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52 papers using text features only, 12 text and user features, 12 propagation features, 17 propagation and text 

features, four user and text and propagation features, two user and propagation features, and one user feature. 

 

3.2.1. Text-based features 

The conventional text features for rumor detection can be grouped into three categories: lexical 

features, syntactic features, and topic features. Language qualities that are taken from a word or single word 

level are referred to as lexical features. The “number of words,” “number of @,” “number of #,” the 

message’s length, and other indicators were determined using manual rumor detection features based on the 

words in a claim/comment. Syntactic features are those that originate at the sentence level, like word 

frequency and part-of-speech labeling. The goal of the topic features is to comprehend the text information 

and its potential semantics. It is the text feature that has been taken from the complete message collection. 

The recent studies mostly derived semantic features from texts, as opposed to manually extracting 

features from the text in the past. Out of 100 studies, 85 of them use text features for rumor detection. It has 

been proved that text-based features are crucial for rumor detection. 

Studies extracted text features based on word-level by exploiting pre-trained models, DL models, 

and statistical methods. Most of the studies used pre-trained models to represent text features. For example, 

study by [16], [23], [50]–[54] calculated the word embedding vector of each word from claims by word2vec. 

Researchers [55]–[63] employed bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT) to extract 

textual information. The authors of [3], [64]–[66] reported that features extracted from the tweets are 

represented in vector form using the GloVe embedding technique [67]. Learned representations of rumors by 

adopting the Embedding from language from models (ELMo). Zou et al. [68] encoded entities and external 

knowledge by using pre-trained enhanced representation through knowledge integration (ERNIE) [69]. Used 

generalized autoregressive pretraining for language understanding (XLNet) to generate word vectors to 

represent Semantic and structural information from words. The authors of [70]–[73] Took different 

advantages of multiple pre-training techniques to construct their embedding layers, while [26] used multiple 

pre-training techniques for different language datasets. Some researchers passed the single tweet text to the 

DL model for capturing word embedding. Ma et al. [74] represented word embeddings by using the Doc2vec 

model. Researchers [75], [76] used CNN to capture word embeddings. Lan et al. [77] utilized a bidirectional 

Gated recurrent neural network (GRU) to gain representations of each word. Li and Qian [78] encoded post 

representations by using a two-layer graph convolutional networks (GCN). Zhang et al. [79] employed the 

variational autoencoder (VAE) as the foundational model for textual representation. Some studies employed 

statistical features from tweets, replies tweets, or comments to represent text features. Chen et al. [80] 

extracted statistical features from tweets and comments, while Zhang et al. [81] represented text statistical 

vectors from users and texts. Luo et al. [82] combined statistical features and word vectors. Xu et al. [83] 

used the one-hot method to encode tweets while reserving the sentence structure and the semantic 

information. Song et al. [84] adopted tf*idf and CNN to represent each repost. 

Some researchers viewed rumor detection as event-level instead of identifying each single post. 

They represent events based on different strategies while representing text features by employing pre-trained 

models, DL models, machine learning models, or statistical methods. Peng and Wang [54] grouped the rumor 

data by events, and considered each event data as a paragraph, employed Doc2Vec to generate paragraph 

vectors. Tarnpradab and Hua [85], the main tweet and the corresponding reply tweets constituted a social 

network. They converted each word in the texts (including the posts and replies) into pre-trained modeling to 

form embeddings. Li et al. [86], a tweet tree consists of the source tweet and reply tweet. They used word 

embeddings (including source tweets and reply tweets) for rumor detection. Luo et al. [87] utilized Doc2Vec 

to convert microblogs to sentence vectors. Bai et al. [32], the source tweet and its replies composed a 

conversation. They trained word vectors by using the Word2Vec model. Zhong et al. [88] used BERT to 

extract text content features. Zeng and Gao [89], an event consists of a set of relevant posts in chronological 

order. They used pre-trained words and the TF-IDF method to represent the texts from different datasets. 

Wang et al. [90], each event includes all related posts at timestamps, and texts were represented by 

Word2vec. The authors [19], [91], each event also includes all relevant posts at timestamps. They used RNN 

to extract semantics information in events. Wang et al. [92] considered the posts based on the same topic as 

an event, and used a dynamic time series algorithm based on a fuzzy clustering algorithm to represent events. 

Kim and Yoon [60] used the CNN model to obtain the word sequence embeddings’ semantic representation 

of the text. Ma [93] employed tf*idf to represent the original post sequence. 

 

 

3.2.2. User-based features 

The user’s social network is the source of their features. A few users create rumors, and many users 

disseminate them because of financial incentives. Critical hints for rumor detection can be obtained from the 

examination of user features. Both individual and group characteristics are considered user features. Among 
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them, specific attributes like “age,” “identity authentication,” and “registration time” are taken from a 

particular user. In the early studies, user traits like “user location” and “user credibility” were employed to 

assess users’ dependability from the viewpoint of reporters. The traits taken out of the user group, like 

“verified user ratio,” and so forth, are known as features of the user group. 

Since a rumor tweet (whether true or false) can trigger a wide variety of user responses. Therefore, 

many studies have shown that both texts and user profiles could provide more useful features to detect 

rumors. Jiang et al. [35] reported that the content that each account’s user has registered as well as some 

statistical details related to the account are the primary components of the user information characteristics.  

To extract the text content’s representation vectors, they applied the pre-trained BERT Chinese model. 

Huang et al. [94] fused the nodes’ information to represent source tweets. By using the transformation 

matrix, user features were learned from the user behaviors or user profile data. Akhtar et al. [72] used GloVe 

for word representations. They believed that rumors are rarely transmitted by trustworthy sources, whereas 

rumor mongers typically use anonymity to propagate inaccurate information and do not want to be identified. 

They defined five statistical features to represent a user. In particular, Tarnpradab and Hua [85] only 

employed usr2vec to initialize a representation of each unique user. Xu et al. [21] adopted the bidirectional 

long short-term memory network (Bi-LSTM) model to extract text features from the original posts and 

retweets, and encoded user features by statistical features. Islam et al. [95] used TF*IDF to represent text 

vectors, and then passed them through long short-term memory (LSTM) models to obtain text embeddings. 

They applied VAE to obtain user feature representation. Islam et al. [95], the BERT model was used to 

represent word embeddings, while the CNN model learned user vectors. Bing et al. [96] used the BERT 

model to capture post representations, and used a graph attention network (GAT) to model the network of 

users. Tian et al. [97] utilized a CNN to encode the source post, used a GCN-based component to represent 

user publishing, and used a GAT to based component to represent user interaction. Huang et al. [98] adopted 

the self-mechanism to represent user and content interactions. Malhotra and Vishwakarma et al. [34] 

Extracted text features from source tweets by using the RobustlyoptimizedBERT approach (RoBERTa) 

model, and used statistical features from users. 

 

3.2.3. Propagation-based features 

Rumors will spread through being liked, commented on, and forwarded by the majority of people. 

Features that are retrieved from data that arise during communication, such as “user comments,” “number of 

reposts,” “number of likes,” “number of clicks,” and so forth, are known as propagation features. Table 7  

(in Appendix) [99]–[118] shows details of using propagation features for rumor detection tasks in the latest 

research. 

From Table 7 (in Appendix) and Figure 5, we can observe that there are 32 papers to exploit 

propagation features. Additionally, it should be noted that, in comparison to other propagation features for 

rumor detection, the majority of works have used based-text and based-propagation features. Their use is still 

ongoing and is followed by the combination of text-based, user-based, and propagation-based features as well as 

only propagation-based features, indicating that these features are demonstrated to be effective for the rumor 

detection task. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The distribution based on propagation features 

 

 

3.3.  DL techniques for rumor detection 

DL models have shown extraordinarily progressed in many fields, including computer vision, 

speech recognition, as well as NLP. In contrast to machine learning methods, DL significantly outperforms. 

Particularly, Ma et al. [24] started to detect rumors in microblogs via DL. Many researchers explored 
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applying different DL models in rumor detection tasks. Among these models, there are affiliation 

relationships between models. For example, GRU is a simplified structure of LSTM, while LSTM is an 

optimized structure of RNN. Bi-LSTM is a model that combines a forward LSTM with a backward LSTM. 

The logic of Bi-GRU and Bi-LSTM is the same, both do not change the internal structure but apply the 

model twice and in different directions. Based on the architecture of the models, we categorized the models 

used in the research literature. DL models in rumor detection were classified into eight types, which are 

CNN, RNN, ordinary differential equation network (ODE-net), generative adversarial network (GAN), 

autoencoder (AE), attention mechanism, GNN, and hybrid. To further filter the analysis, we divided it into 

four types. 

− Rumor detection based on CNN. 

− Rumor detection based on RNN. 

− Rumor detection based on GNN. 

− Rumor detection based on other methods. 

According to the taxonomy of the DL models used for rumor detection, we analyzed the frequency 

of use of different models from 2017 to 2023. We can observe that the DL models that are used more 

frequently are RNN, CNN, and GNN. With the emergence of the GNN model in 2019, the usage of RNN and 

CNN has been declining, while the GNN model has been rising. The details are shown in Figure 6.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The trend of DL models in rumor detection (2017-2023) 

 

 

3.3.1. CNN-based techniques 

The CNN is a deep-structured feedforward neural network with convolutional computations. It is 

among the DL algorithmic exemplars. Its performance in NLP and computer vision, among other areas, has 

been demonstrated, as have its enhanced models. 

Based on different data types, researchers use CNN models to extract different features. Yuan et al. [75] 

employed the CNN-based model to learn the semantics features from microblogs. Chen et al. [52] exploited 

text-CNN to extract textual features. Bharti et al. [27] used the CNN model to transmit the context of word 

embedding. Han et al. [62] used a CNN model to obtain visual information. Tu et al. [25] extracted high-

order propagation features and the source tweet by CNN. Xu et al. [26] captured the dependency between the 

word embeddings and topic vectors by using the CNN model. Liu et al. [119] applied CNN-based neural 

networks over the generated meta-tree paths to learn the global structural representations. Moreover, some 

researchers utilized CNN as a classification model for rumor detection. The CNN model and the attention 

mechanism are integrated for rumor detection [94]. Yang et al. [28] constructed an accurate rumor detection 

model by combining the features with a CNN model.  

 

3.3.2. RNN-based techniques 

When given a data sequence as input, an RNN is recursive in the direction that the sequence is 

evolving, and each node is connected to the others in a chain. Its ability to preserve temporal information and 

the last state during recursion is the main distinction between it and CNN. As a result, recurrent neural 

networks are being used extensively in current research for NLP. Ma et al. [24] first cited RNN for the rumor 

detection task, employing TF-IDF to model words, automatically learning Twitter content based on time 

series, and RNN to learn possible rumors’ content. Since then, rumor detection has made greater use of 

recurrent neural networks and variations. Of the papers that we investigated, 28 papers are based on RNN 

models. The most commonly used RNN models are LSTM, Bi-LSTM, GRU, Bi-GRU, and RNN. 
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 It is noted that many studies used RNN-based models to encode high-level and rich features from 

text or learn the representation of propagation features. The authors [19], [23], [70], [72], [95] employed the 

LSTM model to learn the rich semantics features behind texts, and [16] has the highest accuracy 98%, which 

is based on self-built Chinese health datasets. Researchers [16], [51], [57], [85] utilized Bi-LSTM to learn the 

context features of the tweet. Xu et al. [21] adopted the Bi-LSTM model to learn word representation and the 

dynamic characteristics of retweets. Chen et al. [69] used Bi-GRU to capture contextual information, while 

[20] adopted Bi-GRU to learn representations for dynamic structures. Liu et al. [22] utilized the user’s 

forwarding to get propagation features on time series via LSTM. Wang et al. [90] used a two-layer GRU 

model to learn continuous representations of microblog events, whereas Wang and Guo [66] used a two-layer 

cascaded gated recurrent unit (CGRU) model to detect rumor events. Wang et al. [92] used a two-layer GRU 

model to capture the hidden feature representations. Luo et al. [82] integrated GRU to represent post content, 

topology network of posts, and metadata extracted from post datasets. Zhang et al. [56] utilized two GRUs as 

meta and task networks. Xu et al. [83] used multiple RNN layers to learn temporal features. Zeng and Gao [89] 

utilized an RNN with continuous-time LSTM to capture the complex effects. Liu et al. [22] learned the 

propagation structures by using the LSTM-based models. Ni et al. [104] obtained word-level and event-level 

feature representations by using the LSTM model. Xu et al. [21] Employed the TF-IDF and Bi-LSTM models to 

encode propagation and weighted summation of the states to represent the words in the source data. Lan et al. [77] 

learned high-level semantic representations with Bi-GRU and hierarchical attention mechanism, and employed 

a single-layer GRU to capture latent representations of semantic information. Kotteti et al. [5] ensembled 

BiGRU, BiLSTM, GRU, LSTM, LG, and RNN to determine the prediction results by using majority voting. 

Han et al. [67] used a deep bidirectional language model to learn representations of rumors. 

 

3.3.3. GNN-based techniques 

Recently, GNN has been rapidly developed in rumor detection. One popular kind of graph data that 

shows the social relationships between different people or organizations is the social network. In addition, 

unlike CNN and RNN, the GNN preserves the structure of rumor propagation because it accepts non-

euclidean graphs as input. According to recent research, there are differences in the structures used by rumors 

and accurate information to spread.  

There are 18 papers based on GNN. These papers show that the primary applications of GNN are in 

the extraction of propagation structural features and user interaction structural features. Li et al. [31] used 

GNN to obtain word-level features, and post-level features via TF-IDF. Yu et al. [35] utilized a GCN model to 

get the vector representation from rumors. Zhang et al. [36] used GNN to learn the relations among tweets 

optimally. Wu et al. [14] employed gated GNN to encode node attributes. Li et al. [86] constructed an out-in-

degree graph, and employed GCN to capture the semantics from the rumor propagation network. In GCN [33] 

considered retweet or responsive nodes as neighbors and updated all the nodes’ representations 

simultaneously. Huang et al. [94] employed an attention mechanism to generate graph representation based on 

constructed datasets. Ke et al. [115] used a GCN to describe user propagation representations. Zhong et al. [88] 

used Bi-GCN to extract the aggregation and propagation features from rumors. Lin et al. [105] represent the 

propagation of each claim with GCN. Chen et al. [106] decomposed the propagation tree as two unsymmetric 

adjacency matrices to employ different GRN layers for interaction direction control. Nanjiang et al. [107] 

used a Bi-GCN to learn the propagation structure features. Zhang et al. [108] represented the event 

propagation graph structure by using two GNN encoders. Luo et al. [109] used GCN network to extract 

propagating features. Wei et al. [111] used GCNs to capture structural features in the graph which is 

constructed by the claim’s information cascade. GCNs to capture the structural propagation features from 

rumors [112]. Liu et al. [113] combined GCNs to obtain propagation structure features with reduced 

interference. Bai et al. [100], each post-event is transformed into two two-directional graphs. They used a  

Bi-directional graph attention network (Bi-GAT) for rumor detection. 

 

3.3.4. Other techniques 

Studies have been done to develop their algorithms using alternative model structures in addition to 

the aforementioned techniques. CNN is not appropriate for capturing dependencies inside the field sequence 

because it is simple to parallelize. Long-distance sequence dependence can be captured using RNN. 

Nevertheless, implementing parallel processing sequences is difficult. To fuse the superiority of CNN, RNN, 

GNN, and other DL models, some researchers implemented a variety of hybrid methods to detect rumors. For 

example, (a hybrid DL model based on CNN-BiLSTM for rumor detection) combined GloVe, CNN, and 

BiLSTM to represent text features. Wei et al. [8] utilized LSTM to extract high-level representations, and 

adopted SENet to apply the attention and gating mechanisms. Song et al. [84] combined CNN and LSTM to 

get the representations of original microblogs and repost sequences. Chen et al. [29] proposed a multi-hop graph 

convolution layer (MHGCN) to extract user influence and susceptibility, used Bi-GRU to learn the temporal 
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information and employed VAE to capture the uncertainty in the learned user features. Luo et al. [87] employed 

CNN to extract features from the propagation tree of a source tweet, and used a transformer-based model to 

extract source tweet representations. Li et al. [86] used BERT and BiLSTM to learn textual features, learned 

propagation structures by the GNN model, and obtained the temporal characteristics by self-attention 

mechanism. Zhang et al. [79] employed textual features by using the variational autoencoder and GRU.  

Li et al. [101] generated tweet representations by a deep BiLSTM, and used GraphSAGE to represent 

conversation structure features. Malhotra et al. [34] used the RoBERTa model to encode textual information, 

and adopted the GCN model to represent user features and relationships among related users. Chen et al. [30] 

used Bi-GRU to extract temporal patterns from the user interaction time series and vanilla GCN to encode 

the macroscopic diffusion of a tweet. Lin and Chen et al. [50] extracted semantic features by combining 

multihead self-attention mechanism with a transformer encoding block, and used LSTM to fuse features.  

Al-Sarem et al. [71] used word2vec, GloVe, and fast text model pre-trained embedding models to learn word 

vectors, and integrated the LSTM model and CNN model to represent semantic information of tweets.  

Kotteti et al. [5] combined LSTM and GRU layers (LG) to construct a neural network, and ensembled 

BiGRU, BiLSTM, GRU, LSTM, and RNN to determine the final prediction after cleaned data. Wu et al. [53] 

represented emotion characteristics using the ConvNet model after obtaining semantic representations using a 

BiLSTM-based sequence encoder. Lingyu et al. [102] employed the CNN model to learn grammatical 

features and subevent’s stance features, and utilized the RNN model to capture the event-related features. 

Kotteti et al. [116] used LSTM, GRU, Bi-RNN, and CNN to learn the propagation pattern of the tweets. 

Poddar et al. [117] encoded tweet text features by using the GloVe model and a self-attention mechanism, 

encoded conversation sequence features by using a bi-directional RNN. Liu et al. [19] used the LSTM model 

to learn semantic representations, and used text visual geometry group (text-VGG) to learn event 

representations. Zhou et al. [120] employed GRU to mine temporal information across related microblogs 

under rumor events and CNN automatically generated the characteristics of the rumor microblogs.  

Wang et al. [20] used RNN to represent each sub-structure, adopted BiGRU to learn representations for 

dynamic structures, used a paragraph vector to represent each post, and used CNN to represent all the posts in 

an event. Huang et al. [37] learned propagation tree structure using a RvNN encoder, a GCN model to obtain 

the high-level user representation. Ben et al. [73] represented word features by a pre-trained model, and 

learned the semantic relations between the tweets based on the self-attention mechanism. Chen et al. [80] 

used RNN and AE to learn users’ behaviors based on the statistical features from tweets and comments. 

Zhang et al. [58] used BERT, Bi-LSTM+attention, and CNN+attention to represent tweets. Bing et al. [96] used 

the BERT model to represent text contents, extracted user features from user descriptions by the text-CNN 

model, used Bi-GRU to learn semantic information from microblogs, and utilized dual co-attention to capture 

the mutual attention between the user profiles and the original tweet. Huang et al. [98] represented user 

publishing by using the GCN-based model, encoded user interaction by using the GAT-based model, and used a 

CNN model to extract semantic information from the post. Tian et al. [97] used BERT and GAT to model the 

comment tree, modeled the comment chain based on the transformer, and employed GAT to model the network 

of users. Kim and Yoon [60] only used text information to detect rumor veracity based on the BERT model by 

by double-channel structure. Almars et al. [65] employed the GloVe model to learn the embeddings of words, 

used CNN to extract semantic features, and combined Bi-LSTM and attention mechanism to predict the labels. 

Luo et al. [114] extracted temporal features based on the transformer model, and learned the propagation 

features by GCN. Bao et al. [86] employed self attention mechanism to learn temporal dynamics information, 

and encoded propagation information by GCN. Yan et al. [110] used a CNN-based model to extract semantics 

information, employed the attention mechanism to understand context, and utilized GAT to learn the 

propagation representations. Zou et al. [68] used ERNIE to encode entities and external knowledge, and used 

three-level co-attention network to represent the interaction between the entity information and the image, 

external knowledge and text representation, image and text. 

Moreover, some researchers adopted different learning schemes which are adversarial learning, 

multi-task learning, and reinforcement learning to identify rumors. For the adversarial learning scheme,  

Li and Qian [78] used BiGRU to represent words from tweets, and combined a fast gradient method 

algorithm to detect rumors. Guo et al. [76] Utilized CNN to learn semantic representations from events, and 

combined adaptive learning to predict rumor labels. Dong et al. [103] used BiGRU to encode source posts, 

utilized BiGRU to get the temporal features, and got the propagation structures by using GCN. Ma et al. [93] 

Encoded posts by an RNN encoder, utilizing the conventional transformer to represent positional information. 

For the multi-task learning scheme, Zhang et al. [56] employed BERT to learn text features, used VGG19 to 

learn visual features, and utilized the attention mechanism to learn stance features. Chen et al. [118] modeled 

the process of rumor generation by examining it from the knowledge perspective. They adopted GAN and 

reinforcement learning to generate high-quality rumor text and used GCN to extract graph structure information. 

For the reinforcement learning scheme, Yuan et al. [55] used a stance-aware reinforcement learning method to 

detect rumors. For the environment part, they used CNN to encode tweets and comments, while they used 
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LSTM to encode tweets for the agent part. However, other researchers utilized strategies to detect rumors. For 

example, Zhang et al. [91] used the WAE model to learn the stance topic features from response propagation 

trees based on rumors. Ma et al. [74] used ODE-net to classify the rumors. Zhang et al. [81] considered rumors 

as an abnormal tweet, and tried to determine the appropriate cutoff point for the reconstructed mistakes to 

separate rumors from non-rumors. They learned the recent posting behavior habits of a user through an 

autoencoder. Zuo et al. [59] utilized the pre-trained model to represent claim and comment text, and used a 

bidirectional knowledge transfer strategy to continuously detect unseen rumors. 

From the perspective of explainability, Wu et al. [63] engaged in deep semantic interaction with 

tweets to obtain false parts within them by using co-attention self-attention networks. Lu and Li [64] 

represented user characteristics by statistical features, utilized GRU to learn the word sequence representation, 

employed GRU and CNN to learn propagation representations, used two-layer GCN to learn graph-aware 

representations, and adopted dual co-attention mechanisms to capture the correlation between the source 

tweet and users’ interactions/propagation. They used co-attention weights for the explainability. 

 

3.4.  Evaluation metrics for rumor detection 

Among surveyed papers, 64 research papers used F1 as evaluation metrics to determine the quality 

of their model on DL, 55 papers with Accuracy, 48 papers with precision, 48 papers with recall, and 2 papers 

with false positive rate (FRP). Since F1, accuracy, precision, recall, and FRP are commonly used in NLP, we 

won’t go into details. In addition to the above evaluation criteria, interpretability is receiving increasing 

attention. For example, Lu and Li [64] showed a sample by visualizing comments and semantics manually. In 

the work of Wu et al. [63], the model can be explained by the co-attention weights given to the words in the 

source tweet and the users that rebroadcast it. It is possible to identify evidence terms and users in identifying 

fake news by displaying the distribution of attention weights. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From past research utilizing PRISMA and eight literature probes, we can discover major criteria 

utilized for rumor detection. We were also able to categorize the origin of the dataset, the domain of the 

research, and the most recent pre-processing method. The literature probe was also able to identify the most 

recent rumor detection method with the performance evaluation. 

As technology advances and rumors continue to present new challenges, scholars have made a lot of 

effort and achieved significant advancements to increase the reliability of the information on the network. 

Not all of the core issues have been resolved. The following future directions provide information regarding 

the response to research question LP8. 

Fuse more information. There is growing interest in leveraging various features of information to 

improve the accuracy and efficiency of rumor detection systems. Based on a supervised learning model, 

features are mainly extracted from users, microblog text contents, and propagation structures associated with 

rumors, allowing for better detection and classification. Besides, knowledge in the knowledge graph, 

sentiment analysis, thematic analysis, and other types of data, such as videos, audio, images, and so on, can 

also be considered complementary to features.  

Integrate NLP models. DL techniques have started to be applied more often in social media rumor 

identification with better generalization performance in the last several years. Based on different types of 

features, suitable DL models are utilized to represent the features. Especially, the emergence of large 

language models represented by GPT4 presents an opportunity to explore a new way to verify rumors. 

Expand current corpus. It is crucial to create an adequate corpus to identify and debunk rumors. Only a few 

datasets are currently available for research. In the future, the corpus should be expanded both in terms of 

data collection and data labeling. Data should be collected from different social platforms and different 

languages. Moreover, investigating an automatically labeled corpus method should be the focus of future 

research. 

Joint additional tasks. By jointly training models on related natural language processing tasks, e.g., 

stance detection, they can benefit from shared representations and learn more robust features that capture 

both the context and semantics of rumors. Additionally, there is a promising direction to apply rumor 

detection models to downstream tasks or other relative tasks, such as cyberbullying, hate speech, and so on. 

Boost the explainability of models. The explainability in rumor detection is an emerging field of research, 

driven by the need to understand the reasoning behind model decisions and improve transparency. By making 

the decision-making process more transparent, users can gain trust in the model and assess its reliability. 

However, despite progress in this area, there are still challenges in achieving full explainability in rumor 

detection. DL models, such as neural networks, are often considered black boxes because they are complex 

and difficult to interpret. Explaining their behavior comprehensively remains a challenging task. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Table 7. The details of rumor detection based on propagation features 

Ref. Author Year 
Features 

Extraction method description 
Propagation Text User 

[91] Zhang 

et al. 

2021 √   Using the bag-of-word (BoW) model to learn propagation features, 

and learning the stance topics features based on the wavelet-like 
auto-encoder (WAE). 

[29] Chen 

et al. 

2021 √  √ Employing a GNN layer to understand user influence and 

susceptibility, a randomized truncated singular value decomposition 
(tSVD)-based sparse matrix factorization (SMF) to learn social 

features, a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) model to 

extract the user’s temporal information, and a VAE to represent user 
features. 

[14] Wu et 

al. 

2020 √ √  Using the Doc2Vec model to capture content representations from 

the tweet, and using the GNN to capture propagation features. 
[8] Wei et 

al 

2021 √ √ √ Representing user features, content features, and propagation features 

based on the kernel subtree of the event. 

[87] Luo et 
al. 

2021 √ √  Using the CNN to represent propagation features from tweets, and 
generating source tweet embeddings by BERT and RoBERTa. 

[86] Li et 

al. 

2022 √ √  Learning the temporal features by a timestamp encoding function, 

structural features of propagation graph by the GNN model, and 
extracting the textual features of source tweets by the BERT model 

and Bi-LSTM model. 
[99] Song 

et al. 

2021 √   Applying GCN to capture high-level node characteristics from user 

relationship graphs. 

[100] Bai et 
al. 

2021 √   Transforming each post-event into two-directional graphs to capture 
propagation representations based on GAT. 

[101] Li et 

al. 

2020 √ √ √ Capturing the tweet representation by a deep BiLSTM, using graph 

sample and aggregated (GraphSAGE) to generate representations of 
the propagation, and utilizing user profile-based features and user 

credibility features to represent users’ features. 

[30] Chen 
et al. 

2021 √   Encoding the macroscopic diffusion of a tweet based on vanilla 
GCN, and capturing temporal patterns from the user engagement 

time series by employing a Bi-GRU. 

[36] Zhang 
et al. 

2021 √   Using simplified aggregation GNN to capture propagation features. 

[102] Lingyu 

et al. 

2019 √ √  Encoding root tweets and retweets by the GRU model, and capturing 

grammatical features from contexts by the CNN model, 
[103] Dong 

et al. 

2022 √ √  Using Bi-GRU to represent textual information, and encoding 

propagation by two layers GCN. 

[104] Ni et 
al. 

2022 √ √  Obtaining the embedding of each word from texts by GloVe, and 
representing the propagation by Bi-LSTM. 

[105] Lin et 

al. 

2022 √ √  Utilizing cross-lingual language model-RoBERTa (XLM-RoBERTa) 

to encode posts, and represent the propagation of each claim with 
GCN. 

[106] Chen 

et al. 

2022 √ √  Encoding textual features by the BERT model, and employing graph 

recurrent network (GRN) to represent propagation structures. 
[107] Nanjia

ng et 

al. 

2022 √ √  Extracting the text by using the BERT model, and the propagation 

structure features by bidirectional graph convolutional network (Bi-

GCN). 
[108] Zhang 

et al. 

2022 √ √  Embedding the textual data by leveraging TF-IDF, and encoding 

propagation graph structure by GNN. 

[109] Luo et 

al. 

2022 √   Utilizing the GCN network to obtain propagation features. 

[110] Yan et 

al. 

2022 √ √  Using a CNN-based model to understand the semantics information 

of tweets, and representing the propagation features by GAT. 
[111] Wei et 

al. 

2024 √ √  Encoding textual contents by the text embedding layer, and capturing 

propagation. 

Features by the GCN model. 
[112] Zhang 

et al. 

2022 √   Using the long-tail strategy to encode propagation features based on 

GNN. 

[113] Liu et 
al. 

2023 √ √  Using word2vec to represent textual features, capturing propagation 
features by GCN. 

[114] Luo et 

al. 

2023 √   Adopting Transformer encoders to capture temporal features and 

GCN to get the propagation features. 
[33] Lin et 

al. 

2020 √   GCN updates the features of nodes and creates reinforced features for 

each post based on its propagation path, by combining the features of 

its neighbors. 
[115] Ke et 

al. 

2020 √ √  Utilizing the multi-head attention to represent microblog, and 

encoding propagation structure via GCN. 

[75] Yuan 

et al. 
2019 √ √  Learning word representation by the multi-head attention module, 

and representing each node in the graph by the attention mechanism. 
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Table 7. The details of rumor detection based on propagation features (continue) 
Ref. Author Year Features Extraction method description 

Propagation Text User 

[20] Wang 

et al. 

2019 √ √  Using RNN to cater to the sub-structure, and adopting Bi-GRU to 

learn representations for dynamic structures. 

[37] Huang 
et al. 

2023 √  √ Encoding the words by a fixed-length vector, and using Recursive 
variational neural network (RvNN) to obtain propagation features 

and semantic features. 

[22] Liu et 
al. 

2019 √ √ √ Calculating the tf*idf value to obtain the fixed-dimensional word 
vector for each term, extracting eight discriminating user 

characteristics, and utilizing the user’s forwarding to get the 

propagation features on time series. 
[64] Lu and 

Li 

2020 √ √ √ Employing texts and profiles to define user statistical features, 

utilizing GRU to learn the word sequence representation, and using 

GRU and CNN to learn propagation representations. 
[116] Kotteti 

et al. 

2019 √   Utilizing LSTM, GRU, bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-

RNN), and CNN to capture propagation features. 

[117] Poddar 
et al. 

2018 √ √  Using GloVe and a self-attention mechanism to represent textual 
information, using a bi-directional RNN to encode the conversation 

sequence. 

[118] Chen 
et al. 

2021 √   Using GCN to model data in graph structure 
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